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    Abstract- Mobile computing refers to using the small portable 

and hand held computing devices such as PDA, laptops, mobile 

phones, MP3 players, digital cameras, tablet PC and Palmtops in 

a wireless enabled network. In broad sense, it is referred to use 

any handheld computing device without the cables. In recent 

years the growth of mobile broadband and mobile broadband pay 

as you go devices have meant that many more people and 

business can take advantage of mobile computing. 

 

    Index Terms- mobile computing, business and mobile 

computing, portable hand held derives  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

t provides the continuous access to the wireless network 

services and the flexible communication between the people. It 

provides the real-time business to employee communication, 

enhanced customers interactions, improved B2B options and 

fastest communication between the individuals. The 

communication occurs with the real-time wireless connection. It 

provides the data, audio and video access to any user, any time 

with a wireless enable device. 

     The wireless network may be WLAN, Wi-Fi, GSM, CDMA, 

Wimax or GPRS. There are many companies that provide the 

mobile computing solutions on contract and pay as you go 

mobile broadband plans to the home users and businesses. ‘The 

cell phones and laptops are the most commonly used mobile 

computing devices. It can be referred to the two main field 

portable and mobility 

     Computing: It can be used to checking the email via the 

mobile phones, sending SMS, accessing internet and sending 

MMS. This technology has enabled the users to remain 

connected while on the move and it provides all the benefits of 

the computer network but without the cables. There are many 

companies that provide the mobile computing solutions to the 

home users and businesses. 

     The portable device that uses this technology is the laptop 

computers. The geographic coverage of this technology is pretty 

broad and anyone on the move with portable and handheld 

computing device can access it such as travelers, taxi drivers, 

warehouse workers, postal services vehicles and automobiles etc. 

      Mobile computing devices can access any type of wireless 

network such as Wi-Fi, Wimax and wireless conventional 

network to access the internet and the network. 

     Mobile computing services can be provided for the specific 

purposes and its cost varies from company to company. The 

laptop users, businessmen, home users and PDA users can 

achieve the usefulness of this technology. Additionally, there are 

customized mobile computing solutions that are designed for the 

different commercial fields like health care, business, education, 

pharmaceutical, IT and service providers. With the wireless 

technology, businesses, sales force, customers and partners will 

be able to maintain the smooth communication between them. 

     Mobile computing is a form of human– computer interaction 

by which a computer is expected to be transported during normal 

usage. Mobile computing has three aspects: mobile 

communication, mobile hardware, and mobile software. The first 

aspect addresses communication issues in ad-hoc and 

infrastructure networks as well as communication properties, 

protocols, data Formats and concrete technologies. The second 

aspect is on the hardware, e.g., mobile devices or device 

components. The third aspect deals with the characteristics and 

requirements of mobile applications. 

 

II. LIMITATIONS 

    • Insufficient bandwidth: Mobile Internet access is generally 

slower than direct cable connections, using technologies such as 

GPRS and EDGE, and more recently HSDPA and HSUPA 3G 

networks. These networks are usually available within range of 

commercial cell phone towers. Higher speed wireless LANs are 

inexpensive but have very limited range. 

 

• Security standards: When working mobile one is dependent on 

public networks, requiring careful use of VPN. Security is a 

major concern while concerning the mobile computing standards 

on the fleet. One can easily attack the VPN for a very huge 

number of networks interconnected through the line. 

 

• Power consumption: When a power outlet or portable 

generator is not available, mobile computers must rely entirely  

on battery power. Combined with the compact size of   many 

mobile   devices,   this often means unusually expensive batteries 

must be used to obtain the necessary battery life. 

 

• Transmission interferences: Weather, terrain, and the range 

from the nearest signal point can all interfere with signal 

reception.  Reception in tunnels, some buildings, and rural areas 

is often poor.     

 

• Potential health hazards: More car accidents are related to 

drivers who communicate with mobile devices. Cell phones may 

interfere with sensit ive medical devices. There are allegations 

that cell phone signals may cause health problems. 
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• Human interface with device: Screens and keyboards tend to be 

small, which may make them hard to use. Alternate input 

methods such as peech or handwriting recognition require 

training. 

III. PORTABLE COMPUTING DEVICES 

    There are several categories of portable computing devices 

that can run on batteries but are not usually classified as laptops: 

portable computers, keyboardless tablet PCs, Internet tablets, 

PDAs, ultra mobile PCs (U MPCs) and smartphones. 

 
 

A Nokia N800 Internet tablet 

  

     A portable computer is general-purpose computer that can be   

easily moved from place to place, but cannot be used while in 

transit, usually because it requires some "setting-up" and an AC 

power source. The most famous example is the Osborne 1. 

Portable computers are also called a "transport able" or a 

"luggable" PC. 

 

 
 

A Palm TX PDA 

 

     A PDA with a web browser is an Internet tablet, an Internet 

appliance in tablet form. Unlike a tablet PC, an Internet tablet 

does not have much computing power and its applications suite is 

limited, and it cannot replace a general purpose computer. 

Internet tablets typically feature an MP3 and video player, a web 

browser, a chat application and a picture viewer. 

 

An ultra mobile PC is a full-featured, PDA-sized computer 

running a general-purpose operating system. 

     A smart phone is a PDA with integrated cell phone 

functionality. Current smart phones have a wide range of features 

and installable applications. 

     A carputer is a computing device installed in an automobile. It 

operates as a wireless computer, sound system, GPS, and DVD 

player. It also contains word processing software and is 

Bluetooth compatible. 

     A Fly Fusion Pen top computer is a computing device the size 

and shape of a pen. It functions as a writing utensil, MP3 player, 

language translator, digital storage device, and calculator. [4] 

     Boundaries that separate these categories are blurry at times. 

For example, the OQO UMPC is also a PDA-sized tablet PC; the 

Apple eMate had the clamshell form factor of a laptop, but ran 

PDA software. The HP Omni book line of laptops included some 

devices small enough to be called ultra mobile PCs. The 

hardware of the Nokia 770 internet tablet is essentially the same 

as that of a PDA such as the Zaurus 6000; the only reason it's not 

called a PDA is that it does not have PIM software. On the other 

hand, both the 770 and the Zaurus can run some desktop Linux 

software, usually with modifications. 

 

IV. APPLICATIONS OF MOBILE COMPUTING 

The importance of Mobile Computers has been highlighted in 

many fields of which a few are described below: 

 

• For Estate Agents  

Estate agents can work either at home or out in the field. With 

mobile computers they can be more productive. They can obtain 

current real estate information by accessing multiple listing 

services, which they can do from home, office or car when out 

with clients. They can provide clients with immediate feedback 

regarding specific homes or neighborhoods, and with faster loan 

approvals, since applications can be submitted on the spot. 

Therefore, mobile computers allow them to devote more time to 

clients.  

 

• Emergency Services  

Ability to receive information on the move is vital where the 

emergency services are involved. Information regarding the 

address, type and other details of an incident can be dispatched 

quickly, via a CDPD system using mobile computers, to one or 

several appropriate mobile units which are in the vicinity of the 

incident. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper with the rapid technological advancements in 

Artificial Intelligence, Integrated Circuitry and increases in 

Computer Processor speeds, the future of mobile computing 

looks increasingly exciting. 

With the emphasis increasingly on compact, small mobile 

computers, it may also be possible to have all the practicality of a 

mobile computer in the size of a hand held organizer or even 

smaller. 
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Use of Artificial Intelligence may allow mobile units to be the 

ultimate in personal secretaries, which can receive emails and 

paging messages, understand what they are about, and change the 

individuals personal schedule according to the message. This can 

then be checked by the individual to plan his/her day. 

The working lifestyle will change, with the majority of people 

working from home, rather than commuting. This may be 

beneficial to the environment as less transportation will be 

utilized. This mobility aspect may be carried further in that, even 

in social spheres, people will interact via mobile stations, 

eliminating the need to venture outside of the house. 

This scary concept of a world full of inanimate zombies 

sitting, locked to their mobile stations, accessing every sphere of 

their lives via the computer screen becomes ever more real as 

technology, especially in the field of mobile data 

communications, rapidly improves and, as shown below, trends 

are very much towards ubiquitous or mobile computing. 
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